SafeSealRx™ is the revolutionary new way to enhance patient safety and operate more efficiently. It seals prescription meds in blister packs for sanitary and controlled distribution at long-term care facilities, hospitals and retail pharmacies.

- Patented, Magnetic Auto Open feature
- Patented, Magnetic Assist Lock Down
- Handle ergonomically designed for high counter tops
- Digital time, temperature & pressure controls
- ¾” thick Teflon® coated upper platen
- Space saving compact design
- Platinum RTD heat sensor
- Cast in tubular heating element every 2” to ensure no cold spots
- Patented, over center pressure adjustment
- UL/ULC/CE/RoHS compliant
- Temperature range: 170° - 420°F (°F or °C available)
- Made in the USA
- Premier lifetime heating element warranty 5 yr on castings & framework 2 yr on circuit board
- Free lifetime technical support
- Shipping Dimensions: 72 lbs - 31 x 21 x 21
- Watts/Amps: 1000W / 8.5 A
- Catalog No. MA-RX-11